Well, here we are already with only two and a half weeks left
of Term 2, but what busy weeks they will be!

Reports
Reports will be going home in Week 9 so remember to book early for Parent - Teacher Night appointments
for Wednesday, 3rd July 2018 (Week 10) and remember to leave twenty minutes or so between
appointments if you need to see more than one teacher. This is essential for class teachers to remain on
time during the afternoon. Bookings will open on Wednesday, 27th June 2018. Thank you for your cooperation with this matter.

Debating
Stage 2 had it’s second debate in Week 8 with the question being ‘If you found a one hundred dollar bill
should you keep it?’ Oivia Z. S2F, Leihana P. S2C, Layla M. S2C, Jessica Z. S2C
and Hannah A. S2Lwere arguing for the affirmative while Kristin C. S2C,
Gabriella M. S2F, Jazz B. S2F, Annabelle S. S2F and Madeline S. S2L were
arguing for the negative. The students were outstanding in their argument
tactics and rebuttals. We are very pleased to say we are building a strong team
of debaters and look forward to the next event at the end of Term 3.

Reading and Spelling
Just a reminder about reading - for every ten sessions your child reads and records in their reading log,
they will gain 10 000 points for their sports house. If your child has for read fifty sessions by the end of
Term 2, they will earn an extra 50 000 bonus points. Please encourage them to record what they have read
and then give it to you for signing.

Outstanding effort –
50 logs of reading in Term 2!
S2A – Ashlea, Marisa, Dzakirah, Shelbee
S2K – Jizara, Brooklyn
S2C- Jessica, Josh L, Rohan, Micah
S2F – Gabriella
S2S- Dominic

Also, a timely reminder, the students will have
a spelling list in their folders each week to
practice which will be of benefit to their
learning.

Stage 2 Writing Competition
Our Stage 2 Writing Competition has an enthusiastic following. Each week a
different illustration is posted on Google Classroom and the students have
explicit instructions on what type of text is being written. Have a chat with
your child about which illustration they have liked best. The winner each week
receives a certificate and a $1 canteen voucher. WE are certainly seeing a high
standard in the entries each week.

Stage 2 Privilege Day
If your child maintains 10 or more points on their
behavior/manners licence, they will receive an invitation to
our privilege day.

Blackwell Concert
Each class in the school is busy preparing for our
concert in Week 3 Term 3. Information will follow
regarding buying tickets, but do make sure you get
in quick if you do not want to be disappointed.

Lost Property

We are continuing to find items of clothing,
lunch boxes and drink bottles with no names.
Labeling means we can return lost items to
your child.

Thank you all for your continued support.

Stage 2 Teachers

